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Abstract

Minority groups are groups of people who are differentiated with the majority ethnically, 
religiously, culturally, etc. In terms of sociology, minority groups are the ones who are under 
discrimination socially, economically, etc. They usually secede from participating in the bigger 
society life. This results in segregation that is a big threat for the society and its members’ mental 
health. On the other hand, integration between different communities and the existence of 
diversity of people and communities help the society to improve. 

The question is how this integration can be reflected in urban fabric? Which criteria should these The question is how this integration can be reflected in urban fabric? Which criteria should these 
urban environment have in order to provide opportunities for interaction? 

The project aims to study the effective factors on social interaction and integration leading to 
ideas for an interactive neighborhood considering the effect of religious diversity and culture 
diversity, focusing on the point that juxtaposition of different cultures and religions leads to a 
more interactive and social sustainable neighborhood.

Grouppi minoritari sono grouppi di gente che si differenziano con la maggioranza etnicamente, 
religiosamente, culturalment, etc. In termini di sociologia, gruppi minoritati sono quelli che 
discriminati n casi in sociale, economia, etc. Loro si staccano di participare nella vita’ di societa’ 
grande. Questo risulta in segregazione che e’ un grande minaccia per la societa’ e saluta 
mentale degli utenti. D’altra parte, integrazione tra comunita’ diversi e esistenza di gente diversi 
e comunita’ aiuta la societa’ per migliorare.

La domanda e’ come questo integrazione si puo’ riflettare in tessuto urbano? Che criteri questi La domanda e’ come questo integrazione si puo’ riflettare in tessuto urbano? Che criteri questi 
ambiente urbani devono avere per fornire opportunita’ per interazione?

Questo progetto intenta di studiare fattori efficaci sul interazione e integrazione sociale e l’idee 
per una zona interattiva considerando l’effetto di diversita’ religiosa e culturale, che 
giustapposizione di culturi e religione diversi risulta a un quartiere piu’ interattivo e sociale 
sostenibile.
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Introduction

The research includes 5 chapters which starts by theoretical explanation about integration and 
public spaces. The sequential steps goes forward with research methodology, while next steps 
try to introduce case study exceeding to site analysis, while the last chapter reaches to final 
interventions.  
In the first chapter effects of segregation and integration and their impacts on a society have 
been explained, proceeding to intercultural spaces and criteria forming a district to be socially 
sustainable.
Chapter 2 is about research methodology that is based on observation, library study, and Chapter 2 is about research methodology that is based on observation, library study, and 
analytic-descriptive method. A questionnaire is designed and has been filled out by the people.
The third chapter talks about the case study that is Jolfa District in Isfahan, Iran. A neighborhood The third chapter talks about the case study that is Jolfa District in Isfahan, Iran. A neighborhood 
where from its beginning of formation was dedicated to Armenians- Christians- who were and are 
the religion minority in this city. Armenians were apart from what some scholars state about 
discrimination of minority groups. They had a good social and economic situation in general, 
however in some periods they experienced hard time. Study has been done to understand the 
reason of this good situation through history. 
In chapter 4 site analysis has been done. In terms of urban fabric, this neighborhood is rich with In chapter 4 site analysis has been done. In terms of urban fabric, this neighborhood is rich with 
having historical buildings and especially churches that cannot be seen in any other parts of 
Isfahan. Analysis have been done to understand the urban fabrics of the district and users’ social 
behavior. However Jolfa’s framework, its use and users, and its fabric have been changed during 
years, it still has the opportunity to function as one of the city hubs where attract many people 
with diverse backgrounds. 
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